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“You apologize to me first.” Tao Sanniang said with a proud face.
Lin Ziming was speechless again, and now Tao Sanniang was making
unreasonable coaxes, but he was totally unreliable. Sure enough, the world
was unfair, and people with good looks would always be favored.
“Don’t coax, let’s talk quickly, I have to go back to go shopping with my
wife.” Lin Ziming said angrily.
Tao Sanniang pouted, acting like a coquettish couple, and said: “I don’t care,
you apologize to me, or I won’t say anything.”
Fearing that Lin Ziming would ignore her, she quickly added: “I’m telling
you, this is a heavy message. If you miss it, you will be in big trouble in the
future.”
To be honest, Lin Ziming doesn’t believe in Tao Sanniang’s words. After
two encounters, Lin Ziming’s impression of Tao Sanniang is a cunning,
fickle, elusive, and truly fox-like woman.
After thinking about it, Lin Ziming decided to apologize to Tao Sanniang.
Anyway, he can’t lose two pieces of meat. If Tao Sanniang really has any
important information, then he will also earn it.
So he said: “Okay, I was wrong, now you can say it.”
However, Tao Sanniang twisted her face again, angrily, and said, “No, you
don’t have any sincerity.”
Lin Ziming was really a little angry this time, raised his brows twice, and
said with a black face, “Do you like it or not.”
After speaking, he strode away directly.
Tao Sanniang could see that Lin Ziming was really angry, and she didn’t
dare to molest Lin Ziming anymore, and quickly said: “Okay, let’s say I said,
let’s do it, what a stingy man.”
A black line appeared on Lin Ziming’s forehead. If it wasn’t for his identity,
he really wanted to press Tao Sanniang to spank her ass. It was so damn
skinny, he had never seen such a skinny woman!
Tao Sanniang put a smile on her face and said seriously: “I found out from
the intelligence that Gu Hanxing has taken Xisui Pill and went out smoothly.
His father Gu Xuan also held a celebration banquet for him. Shiyou ** is
already innate.”
Lin Ziming had already guessed it, and nodded.
Tao Sanniang continued: “Gu Hanxing has always had a bad reputation in
the circle. He is arrogant and arrogant. Many people have been bullied by
him. Gu Hanxing’s personality must be better. You were at the auction last
time. If you humiliate him, he will definitely not let you go. Now that he has
broken through the innate realm, he will definitely come to trouble you, so
you must be careful.”
Lin Ziming narrowed his eyes, his tone became colder, and said, “If he
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really dares to trouble me, I don’t mind giving him an unforgettable
memory.”
At this moment, Tao Sanniang perceives a coercion like a abyss on Lin
Ziming’s body. In her spiritual world, Lin Ziming in front of him has turned
into a god of war who can step through the sky. It seemed to pierce the land
of Shenzhou, causing her to stop breathing suddenly.
“You also broke through the innate realm?!” Tao Sanniang said in horror.
You know, half a month ago, she met Lin Ziming, at that time Lin Ziming’s
aura was not that terrifying.
Lin Ziming recovered his momentum in an instant. From the image of God
of War just now, he suddenly changed back to an ordinary person. He shook
his head and said regretfully, “It’s almost.”
He didn’t tell Tao Sanniang the truth, not because of what he was afraid of,
but there was no need for it. Besides, Tao Sanniang was from Yuntian
Pavilion, not even a friend. If Tao Sanniang talks about this message, it will
not be good for him.
Now Lin Ziming works calmly, the old wolf, dripping water.
Tao Sanniang’s eyes flickered, and after thinking about it carefully, she
chose to believe Lin Ziming’s words, because she had also seen a strong
man in the Innate Realm, and her aura was far greater than Lin Ziming.
And deep down, she didn’t really believe that Lin Ziming could really step
into the innate realm at such a young age.
Because Lin Ziming is different from Gu Hanxing, Gu Hanxing has a good
father like Gu Xuan, but he can’t make it by himself. Gu Xuan helped him,
but Lin Ziming didn’t have it.
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